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What you will come out of the 30mins with…. 

  
 High Level Overview of Campaign Management Process  

 Typical Steps and What can happen with Campaign Leads 
Pulls 

  The usage of excel control table on the different steps 
 Apply offers 
 Split, export the final files and post  

  The best practice --- Programing SAS in Excel  
• The preparation to be done before applying 
• Let it work for you when you sleeping 
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High Level Overview of Campaign Management Process 
        --- Campaign Type  

A Campaign can be viewed as a group of related promotional 
efforts undertaken to achieve a set of marketing objectives:   
 

 Acquisition: Acquire new customers  

 Revenue generation:  Increase revenue by upsell or cross sell  

 Retention:  Decrease attrition/churn  

 Announcement:  Service information  
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High Level Overview of Campaign Management Process 
         --- Leads pull process  

 
No matter what kind of marketing objective the campaign 
targets,  the following common processes are normally applied: 

 

 Select customers by certain criteria  

 Scrub by DNC rule and contact frequency rule 

 Apply offers 

 Create the final files and release 

 Insert in campaign log 
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Typical Steps and What can happen with Campaign Leads Pulls 
          —Apply offers 

Example I:  

ON customers:  OFFER_A 

BC customers:  OFFER_B 

Other area customers:  OFFER_C 

data campaign_A; 

   set campaign_A; 

   if province = 'ON' then OFFER='OFFER_A'; 

   else if province = 'BC' then OFFER='OFFER_B'; 

   else OFFER = 'OFFER_C'; 

run; 

Our SAS code could be simple as below:  
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Example II:  

ON customers:   
 iPhone customers: OFFER_1 
 Blackberry customers: OFFER_2 
 Android customers: OFFER_3 
 Handset: OFFER_4 

BC customers:   
 iPhone customers: OFFER_5 
 Blackberry customers: OFFER_6 
 Android customers: OFFER_7 
 Handset: OFFER_8 

Other area customers:   
 iPhone customers: OFFER_9 
 Blackberry customers: OFFER_10 
 Android customers: OFFER_11 
 Handset: OFFER_12 

Typical Steps and What can happen with Campaign Leads Pulls 
          —Apply offers 
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Typical Steps and What can happen with Campaign Leads Pulls 
          —Apply offers 

Our SAS code could still be OK as below:  

data campaign_A; 

 set campaign_A; 

 if province = 'ON' then do; 

   if device='iPhone' then OFFER='OFFER_1'; 

   else if device='Blackberry' then OFFER='OFFER_2'; 

   else if device='Android' then OFFER='OFFER_3'; 

   else if device='Handset' then OFFER='OFFER_4'; 

   end; 

 else if province = 'BC' then do; 

  if device='iPhone' then OFFER='OFFER_5'; 

  else if device='Blackberry' then OFFER='OFFER_6'; 

  else if device='Android' then OFFER='OFFER_7'; 

  else if device='Handset' then OFFER='OFFER_8'; 

  end; 

 else do;   … … 
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Typical Steps and What can happen with Campaign Leads Pulls 
          —Apply offers 

But what if … …   

There are 20+ offers to be applied to customers under 
different conditions.   

How many “if … then … else …” in our SAS code?   
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Typical Steps and What can happen with Campaign Leads Pulls 
          —Apply offers 

What’s the matter?  

Not flexible to handle change 

      Too easy to make mistake 

Too much time on coding and QA 
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The usage of excel control table on the different steps 
          —Apply offers 

PROVINCE DEVICE AVERAGE_REVENUE OFFER

ON iPhone Average_revenue>80 OFFER_1

ON iPhone 40<Average_revenue<=80 OFFER_2

ON iPhone Average_revenue<40 OFFER_3

ON BlackBerry Average_revenue>80 OFFER_4

… … … …

ON Android Average_revenue<40 OFFER_9

ON Handset Average_revenue>80 OFFER_10

… … … …

BC iPhone Average_revenue<40 OFFER_15

BC BlackBerry Average_revenue>80 OFFER_16

BC BlackBerry 40<Average_revenue<=80 OFFER_17

BC BlackBerry Average_revenue<40 OFFER_18

… … … …
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PROC IMPORT OUT=offer_matrix  

DATAFILE="D:\offer_matrix.xls“ DBMS=xls REPLACE;  

sheet = 'Sheet1'; RUN; 

 

proc format;  

 value ARPU 80<-high='ARPU_3MON_AVG>80'  

        40<-80='40<ARPU_3MON_AVG<=80' 

        low-40='ARPU_3MON_AVG<=40';run; 

 

proc sql;  

 create table campaign_A as  

 select a.*, b.offer 

 from campaign_A a left join offer_matrix b 

 on a.province=b.province and a.device=b.device 

 and put(a.AVERAGE_REVENUE,arpu.)=b.AVERAGE_REVENUE; 

quit; 

The usage of excel control table on the different steps 
          —Apply offers 
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Typical Steps and What’s happen with Campaign Leads Pull 
         —Create the final files and release 

What will we do in this step ? 

 Split the final leads 

 Export the final files 

 Post files 

 Send email to client to Confirm the files posted 

and Provide the file names with the counts 
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DATA   

 ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_FR 

 ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_EN ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_FR 

 … … ; 

SET campaign_A; 

if province = 'ON' then do; 

if Avg_revenue<=80 and rogers_rewards='N' then do; 

  if language='EN' then  

    output ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN; 

    else output ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_FR;end; 

else  

if Avg_revenue>80 and rogers_rewards='N' then do; 

  if language='EN' then  

    output ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_EN; 

    else output ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_FR;end; 

    … …  run;  

Typical Steps and What’s happen with Campaign Leads Pull 
         —Create the final files and release 
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proc sql; 

create table file_split 

(File_Name varchar(40),Leads_count num(10));quit; 

 

%CREATE_TM_FILE( data=ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN,       

  file_name=TM_ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN) 

 

proc sql; select count(*) into :leads_count from 

ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN; quit; 

 

proc sql; 

insert into file_split 

select "TM_ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN",COUNT(*) 

from ON_AVG_RVN_LT_80_NORWD_EN; quit; 

    … … 

Typical Steps and What’s happen with Campaign Leads Pull 
         —Create the final files and release 
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Typical Steps and What’s Matter with Campaign Leads Pull 
          —Create the final files and release 

What’s the matter?  

Not flexible to handle change 

      Too easy to make mistake 

Too much time on coding and QA 
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The usage of excel control table on the different steps    
        —Create the final files and release 

Create an EXCEL control table 

PROVINCE ARPU LNG FILE_NAME LEADS_CNT

ON Average_revenue>80 EN TM_ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_EN 99999999

ON Average_revenue>80 FR TM_ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_FR

ON Average_revenue>80 EN TM_ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_RWD_EN

ON Average_revenue>80 FR TM_ON_AVG_RVN_MT_80_RWD_FR

… … … …

BC Average_revenue>80 EN TM_BC_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_EN

BC Average_revenue>80 FR TM_BC_AVG_RVN_MT_80_NORWD_FR

BC Average_revenue>80 EN TM_BC_AVG_RVN_MT_80_RWD_EN

BC Average_revenue>80 FR TM_BC_AVG_RVN_MT_80_RWD_FR

… … … …
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PROC IMPORT OUT= FILE_SPLIT  

DATAFILE= "D:\FILE_SPLIT.xls" DBMS=xls REPLACE ; 

sheet = 'Sheet1'; RUN; 

 

%MACRO FINAL_FILE_EXPORT(data,dir); 

proc sql;select count(*) into :k from FILE_SPLIT; 

quit; 

%do i =1 %to &k; 

proc sql; drop table final_file; quit; 

data _null_; 

 set FILE_SPLIT; 

 if _n_= &i then do; 

 call symputx('province',province); 

 call symputx('arpu',arpu); 

 call symputx('language',lng); 

 call symputx('file_name',file_name); 

run; 

The usage of excel control table on the different steps    
        —Create the final files and release 
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data final_file; 

set campaign_A; 

if province="&province" and arpu=&arpu  

 and language = "&language";run; 

%create_tm_file(data=final_file, 

 file_name=&file_name, dir = &dir); 

proc sql; select count(*) into :leads_count  

from FILE_SPLIT; quit; 

data FILE_SPLIT; set leads_count; if _n_ = &i then 

leads_count = &leads_count; run; 

 %end; 

%ds2csv (data=FILE_SPLIT, runmode=b, csvfile=&dir); 

%MEND FINAL_FILE_EXPORT; 

 

%FINAL_FILE_EXPORT( data=campaign_A, 

    dir=D:/Final_Leads) 

The usage of excel control table on the different steps    
        —Create the final files and release 
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What else can we do with EXCEL control table? 

   

Let it work for you when you sleep! 
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 Create Excel control Table   

 Create and maintain a master table which includes all variables that are 

related to the criteria 

 

 The best practice --- Programing SAS in Excel  
                                               ---The preparation to be done before applying 

CAMPAIGN PULL_DT LAUNCH_DT CHANNEL CRITERIA1 CRITERIA2 …

A 9/12/2014 9/15/2014 EM Segment='PostPaid Consumer' ARPU>80 …

B 9/12/2014 9/15/2014 SMS Province = 'ON' Eligible_IND= 'Y' …

C 9/15/2014 9/20/2014 TM Segment='PostPaid Consumer' Churn_Risk = 'H' …

D 9/20/2014 9/25/2014 TM Segment='Small Business' N_of_Lines >10 …

… … … … … … …
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The best practice --- Programing SAS in Excel  
                                                       ---Let it work for you when you sleeping 

%macro Initial_pull; 

/*GET CAMPAIGNS TO BE PULLED TODAY*/ 

data campaigns; 

 set mylib.campaign_schedule; 

 if pull_date = today(); 

run; 

 

/*GET BASE TABLE*/ 

data wk_table_1; set mylib.base; run; 
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The best practice --- Programing SAS in Excel  
                                                       ---Let it work for you when you sleeping 

/*PUT CAMPIANG INFO AND CRITERIA IN MACRO*/ 

data _null_; 

set campaigns; 

array criteria{*} criteria1-criteria12; 

CALL SYMPUTX("NCampaign",_n_);  

CALL SYMPUTX(CATS("Campaign_Name_",_N_),Group);  

CALL SYMPUTX(CATS("Campaign_Channel_",_N_),Channel);  

 

do j =1 to 12; 

if criteria{j} = '' then leave; 

call symputx(cats("Criteria",_n_,"_",j),CRITERIA{j}); 

call symputx(cats("NCriteria", _n_), j) ; 

end; 

run; 
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%do i=1 %to &NCampaign; 

%do j=1 %to &&NCriteria&i..; 

/*PULL AND INSERT COUNT INTO WATERFALL*/ 

%let k = %eval(&j+1); 

proc sql; create table wk_table_&k as 

select * from wk_table_&j where &&Criteria&i._&j.; 

quit; 

 

%waterfall( campaign_name= &&Campaign_Name_&i.., 

   table = wk_table_&k, 

   point = &&Criteria&i._&j.); 

%end; 

/*SAVE THE FINAL TABLE INTO A PERMENENT LIB*/ 

data mylib.&&Campaign_Name_&i.._&&Campaign_Channel_&i..; 

 set wk_table_&k; run; 

%end; 

%mend Initial_pull; 

The best practice --- Programing SAS in Excel  
                                                       ---Let it work for you when you sleeping 
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